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ACROSS DOWN 
9. Nachash said he was only willing to make a treaty if the 
Jews would knock out this. ('ב) 
11. Nachash wanted to knock out the right eye of the 
people of Yavaish so that it should be “a disgrace” for all 
of Yisroel. ('ב) 
12. After the messengers came to Givat Shaul and told 
them of Nachash's demands, the nation did this. ('ד) 
14. Where Shaul was when the messengers of Yaveish 
came to his town to relate what Nachash demanded. ('ה) 
18. Shaul cut up “a pair of cattle” (oxen) and sent it all 
over Yisroel. ('ז) 
15. Name of place where Shaul counted his soldiers. ('ח) 
4. Shaul predicted that victory against Nachash would 
come by this time of the day. ('ט) 
8. Shaul divided his army into “three groups.” (י"א) 
17. The soldiers of Nachash ran away from the battle to 
the extent there did not remain “two together.” (י"א) 
6. After the victory against Nachash, some people 
demanded the men who degraded Shaul insisting “and we 
shall kill them.” (י"ב) 
19. Shaul said “No man shall die on this day” for Hashem 
had done a salvation among Yisroel. (י"ג) 
16. Shmuel suggested the Jews should go to this place and 
renew the kingship. (י"ד) 
 

2. Name of king of Ammon who wanted to 
attack the Jews. ('א) 
10. Name of the people who the king of 
Ammon threatened to attack. ('א) 
13. Amount of time the people of Yaveish 
Gilad asked for before deciding if they 
should agree to the demands of Nachash. ('ג) 
1. Question Shaul asked when he came back 
from the fields and saw the people crying. 
 (ה')
7. Shaul said that whoever does not go out 
after Shaul and after Shmuel, “so shall be 
done to his cattle.” ('ז) 
5. Amount of soldiers from Yisroel who 
gathered to Shaul (not from Yehudah). ('ח) 
6. What the people of Yaveish Gilad did 
when they heard that Shaul and his army 
would come to help them. ('ט) 
3. Last third of the night when the attack of 
Shaul and his army took place...also known 
as “the morning watch.” (י"א) 

 


